Challenges:
Cybercriminals are ever-increasing the scale and sophistication of their attacks making it harder to detect and block their activity. Consequently, it is more important than ever that your security solutions and programs have access to up-to-date, internet-scale intelligence to counteract this trend. Having direct, high-volume access to internet intelligence and data allows security teams to build programmatic enrichment and defense mechanisms to better protect their enterprises, customers, and data.

Solution: Internet Scaled Insights and Context, Delivered Locally
RiskIQ Security Intelligence Services for Splunk enables security teams to rapidly scale and automate their threat detection programs. The Security Intelligence Services Add-on will automatically ingest and store RiskIQ internet intelligence directly within Splunk, so that it can be applied against local log information. Integrating Splunk and RiskIQ Security Intelligence Services into a single platform accelerates and automates incident response and investigations. Security teams can quickly identify and block new threat infrastructure that’s part of attacks against their organization that they wouldn’t otherwise know existed.

Use Cases / Business Value:
• **Automate Threat Detection, Incident Enrichment, and Prevention.** RiskIQ SIS Add-on for Splunk brings the most comprehensive internet security intelligence data set and enables programmatic enrichment of Splunk data to enable automated threat detection and blocking activities.

• **Proactively Defend Your Organization from Attackers.** Programmatically uncover hidden facets of an attacker’s infrastructure at scale, proactively block this malicious infrastructure, and set monitors on branded terms to be alerted when elements are found that may be targeting your brand.

• **Generate High-Fidelity Incidents.** RiskIQ Attack Analytics identifies cyber threats and provides customers with filtered lists of known bad hosts, domains, IPs, and URLs to action. These analytics are Based on malicious observations inside of real-time petabytes of internet data sets.

Key Take-aways:
• Accelerate investigations and incident response with unparalleled context and intelligence
• Cross-reference local logs with newly registered infrastructure to identify suspicious activity.
• Identify and automate searching for trends in new, suspicious, and malicious infrastructure at scale.
• Generate high-fidelity security incidents based on blacklist, phish, and scam data.

RiskIQ Attack Analytics is a proprietary RiskIQ data set based on malicious observations inside of real-time internet data sets:
• Newly Observed Domains and Hosts
• Blacklist Intelligence—curated lists of known bad URLs, Domains, and IP addresses associated with malware, phishing, and scam events.
Better Defend Your Organization from Attackers

Threat Infrastructure Analysis is the research process that brings context to incidents and attack campaigns by identifying and linking related entities through multiple data sets, including active and passive DNS, WHOIS, SSL certificates, and other page content attributes. RiskIQ SIS Add-on for Splunk aggregates and automates the enrichment of external threat actor intelligence with internal indicators data and logs, so security teams can automate detection, investigation and research activities and better protect their enterprise.
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About RiskIQ, Inc.

RiskIQ is the leader in digital attack surface management, providing the most comprehensive discovery, intelligence, and mitigation of threats associated with an organization’s digital presence. With more than 75 percent of attacks originating outside the firewall, RiskIQ allows enterprises to gain unified insight and control over web, social and mobile exposures. Trusted by thousands of security analysts, security teams, and CISO’s, RiskIQ’s platform combines advanced internet data reconnaissance and analytics to expedite investigations, understand digital attack surfaces, assess risk, and take action to protect the business, brand, and customers. Based in San Francisco, the company is backed by Summit Partners, Battery Ventures, Georgian Partners, and MassMutual Ventures.
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Splunk Inc. (NASDAQ: SPLK) turns data into doing with the Data-to-Everything Platform. Splunk technology is designed to investigate, monitor, analyze and act on data at any scale. Learn more: https://www.splunk.com
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